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t could hardly have been foreseen that the dawn, in the early 1920s, of
what was soon to become national broadcasting in Britain would have
resulted in the widespread acclaim for a number of popular musicians
whose performances over the air would, within a few years, turn them into
household names. Amongst those who almost unwittingly achieved fame
through this new and growing medium was Billy Mayerl, but his renown
was not to be of the transient ‘here-today-and-gone-tomorrow’ kind: his
reputation lasted from the mid-1920s until his death in 1959. In our notes
accompanying the first volume of his piano music played by Philip Martin
(SOMMCD 0124) we detailed various aspects of Mayerl’s remarkable
career, and whilst it is not our intention to repeat information which will be
familiar to most readers, it will occasionally be necessary to recall certain
events in so far as they are relevant.
Billy Mayerl was one of the two or three most admired popular pianists
of the era, certainly within the United Kingdom, alongside Charlie Kunz,
and – in the post-war years – Winifred Atwell. As with Kunz and Atwell,
Mayerl’s many records sold in impressive quantities, aided by his regular
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radio appearances, but he was unique amongst the trio for also being a
composer. He was born in 1902 in central London’s Tottenham Court Road,
into a musical family of modest means. His father Joseph taught the violin
and unsuccessfully attempted to interest his son in the instrument, but it
was the piano that almost immediately caught Billy’s attention. Such was
his development that in 1909 Billy was enrolled at the Trinity College of
Music, in Mandeville Place, little more than a 20-minute walk from the
Mayerl home. He was seven years old.
Billy’s progress was exceptional: within two years he was the soloist (at the
age of nine!) at Queen’s Hall in London in Grieg’s Piano Concerto (he was
to play the Concerto twice in performances for the BBC, in 1931 and 1936),
but a far more significant experience was when he came into contact with
early pre-World War I syncopated popular music. Billy may well have heard
this music coming from the penny arcades which stood at the junction of
Goodge Street and Tottenham Court Road on his walks to the College, but
– as had happened to George Gershwin in lower Manhattan a few years
earlier – the boy was immediately captivated by early ragtime music. As
Mayerl recalled, it ‘had a thrill and liveliness which captivated me’, and he
came to frequent several venues that specialised in the new popular music.
His College tutors were not captivated by this music and discouraged his
early compositions in ragtime style. Doubtless discouraged by the teachers’
dismissive attitude, already an accomplished pianist, Mayerl left Trinity
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College around the time of his 16th birthday, determined to make his
own way in the musical world. His sight-reading skills soon placed him
in demand – more so as, too young for military service, many professional
musicians of all styles had been conscripted into the Army.
He was soon playing almost every day in cinemas and music hall
theatres, Mayerl’s considerable technique and his ability to play music at
sight standing him in good stead. He would embroider the music with
decorative runs and subtle gradations of tone, earning him a growing and
soon to be considerable reputation. Pianists of his technical command and
musical understanding, steeped in the growing fashion for the new, were
by no means as musically or technically aware as Mayerl. He was also well
connected: the possessor of a pleasant and affable personality, in the early
1920s he began to broadcast frequently with the Savoy Hotel Havana Band,
also recording for English Columbia and later for His Master’s Voice. Allied
to this activity – which, for a musician who as a teenager frequently played
up to eight hours a day in cinemas before the arrival of sound-on-film –
work he thoroughly enjoyed, was his output of original compositions,
which ranged from single ‘character or novelty’ pieces to suites for the
piano as well as light orchestral music and songs.
In this latter regard, some felt that Mayerl could become the answer to
America’s George Gershwin, four years Billy’s senior, and although Mayerl
wrote many songs with various collaborators, he lacked a regular lyricist.
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In any event it was instrumental music that formed the lasting outlet for
his creativity. By 1925, when Mayerl was still only 23, he had already been
introduced to Gershwin in London on the American’s first European
trip prior to the West End opening of Lady, Be Good. Billy entranced
Gershwin so much with his brilliant playing of Fascinatin’ Rhythm from
the show that Gershwin entrusted Mayerl with the British premiere of his
Rhapsody in Blue in October of that year, which he gave at Queen’s Hall,
conducted by Debroy Somers.
Mayerl never recorded the Rhapsody in Blue (a pity: a recording by a
pianist who had studied the work with the composer would have been
valuable), but he played the Rhapsody again in November 1943 with
the Queen’s Hall Orchestra conducted by Charles Williams. Mayerl’s
commercial records of strictly classical pieces were few and far between,
yet they included three Chopin Preludes and Rachmaninoff ’s Prelude in
C sharp minor.
Mayerl’s classical training helped make his solo piano pieces so
compelling for budding pianists (and virtuosos – his music was rarely
of the ‘easy to play’ variety). Apart from his instant and subtle melodic
appeal, the way each piece is so well laid out for the keyboard reveals a
composer thoroughly at home with the instrument, as we can hear in
this new selection of Mayerl’s music where Philip Martin plays five of the
composer’s suites alongside four solo pieces.
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1 – 4 Insect Oddities (1940)
1 The Wedding of an Ant • 2 Ladybird Lullaby
3 Praying Mantis • 4 Beetle in the Bottle
This delightful collection, full of subtle rhythmic and harmonic
displacements, was the only suite Mayerl composed during World War II.
Of its four movements, the third, Praying Mantis, is perhaps the most
intriguing as a composition, its relative length demonstrating the
importance Mayerl placed upon it.

5 White Heather (1932)
A gently ‘rambling’ piece, rather wistful, with just a hint of familiar musical
heather in the counter-melodies.

6 Nimble Fingered Gentleman (1934)
Not ostensibly a self-portrait, this piece was dedicated to another popular
pianist of the day, Jack Wilson: the ‘nimble’ requirements called for in
decorative scalic runs which become more florid as the work progresses.

7 Song of the Fir-Tree – a Swedish Impression (1938)
Apparently based on a Swedish folk-song, this is the closest Mayerl came to
Grieg’s Lyric Pieces. It is so reminiscent of Grieg’s Once upon a time Opus 71,
No 1, one might be forgiven for imagining that Mayerl was inspired by it.
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8 Jasmine Opus 84 (1927)
A keen gardner, Mayerl often gave floral names to his individual pieces, also
composing two ‘In My Garden’ Suites. His solo piece, Marigold, became his
most famous composition. Jasmine seems to echo a Gershwinesque phrase
from Lady be Good – the Half of it dearie blues.

9 – bo The Big Top (1948) – Five Circus Sketches
1 The Ringmaster • 2 Clowning • 3 Entrance of the Trick Cyclists
4 Dancing Horse • 5 Trapeze
This suite is one of the more impressive of Mayerl’s works, demonstrating
his mastery of characterisation, heard to advantage in The Ringmaster, a
remarkable composition, almost an admixture of Poulenc and Gershwin,
with Mayerl’s singular creativity displayed in harmonic side-slips. Clowning
is a quasi-rondo with sly quotations from well-known nursery rhymes,
and the Trick Cyclists enter with handlebar bells sounding, displaying
much musical humour, before departing. Dancing Horse pictures a gently
nodding head as the horse negotiates the ring; Trapeze is all-action, up and
down the keyboard as the rope is scaled again and again.

bp – br Pianolettes (1925)
1 All of a Twist • 2 Virginia Creeper • 3 Jazz Mistress
One of the first, if not the first, published sets of British novelty piano pieces,
the three – from a set of six – show the composer’s early brilliance and
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originality, especially in All of a Twist, surely a piece that Mayerl would
have played to Gershwin: if so, we may imagine the American’s enthusiasm.
The florid nature of the right-hand in Virginia Creeper and the compact jazz
harmonies in the final piece reveal a composer thoroughly at home in the
new language of the day.

bs – bu Three Japanese Pictures Op 25 (1930)
1 Almond Blossom • 2 A Temple in Kyoto • 3 The Cherry Dance
One of Mayerl’s finest compositions overall, this work as a totality reveals
the essential qualities of this original composer. Nor should one imagine
the ‘Pictures’ are merely ‘character studies’: there is a depth to this music
which is not immediately apparent.

cl – cn Three Syncopated Rambles (1933)
1 The Junior Apprentice • 2 Printer’s Devil • 3 6am – The Milkman
The rather oddly-titled numbers in this suite may have personal
connotations for Mayerl – nor are they of the overly ‘syncopated’ style of
twenty years earlier: the syncopation is gently understated in the first two,
the early-morning Milkman slightly more animated – though it seems his
horse is calmly meandering along the street.
Robert Matthew-Walker © 2015
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Philip Martin
Acclaimed Dublin-born pianist and composer Philip Martin has a
unique sought-after reputation which has made him a distinguished
International artist.
He has played with most of the major London orchestras and has given
hundreds of broadcasts for RTE and the BBC and abroad, for RIA (Italian
radio), SFB (Berlin) and for the EBU (European Broadcasting Union),
amongst many others.
He made his Paris debut playing the Samuel Barber piano concerto which
he also premiered in Dublin, Ireland. This confirmed his passion and
interest in American music and resulted in a UK-US Bi-Centennial Arts
Fellowship to the United States. Following this, he made his New York
debut as part of the Britain Salutes New York Festival.
Besides Festivals in England, he has performed as pianist and composer
in the Tanglewood and Aspen summer schools in the USA and has held
several residencies there in various Universities, such as Syracuse (NY),
Bucknell (PA) and De Paul (Chicago) as well as McGill university in
Montreal, Canada.
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At home, he made his BBC
Prom debut in the Royal Albert
Hall playing Benjamin Britten’s
Diversions for piano (left hand)
and orchestra with the National
Youth Orchestra of Great
Britain and returned to play
Rachmaninoff ’s Rhapsody on a
theme of Paganini two years later.
He has recorded several highlypraised CDs for Hyperion
Records including a muchlauded boxed set of the complete
piano music of the colourful
Photograph: © Julia Martin
19th-century pianist-composer
Louis Moreau Gottschalk. Currently he is recording the solo piano works
of Billy Mayerl for Somm Recordings.
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“This is the first volume in a series in which the sequels cannot arrive too soon.
Martin...leaps through the repertoire with clean and infectious élan.”
Geoff Brown, BBC Music Magazine, July 2013 ****

Philip is a Fellow of the Royal Academy of Music, London. He is a member
of Aosdana, the state sponsored academy of Irish creative artists, and last
year he was awarded a Professorship by Birmingham City University in
recognition of his creative work.
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